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Total Relief week
proves successful
by Megan Hansen
Asst. News editor

What began as a modest and heartfelt program created by Civic Engagement Center program coordinator, April
Williams, grew into a project with so
many volunteers that it attracted media
attention all over the county.
When Williams started planning
Total Relief Week three months ago, she
did it out of general concern after seeing the devastating effect an earthquake
had on northern Pakistan last October.
"There was no interest in Pakistan
because there was not enough media
attention," Williams said.
The earthquake killed more than
70,000 people, injured another 70,000
and left up to 3 million people homeless with minimal access to survival
supplies.
"Money [was] the only way to make
an impact quickly," Williams said.
The week included a Pakistan survival drive, a 30-Hour Famine, a
Hunger Banquet and a Friday Night
Hunger Fight. The turnout of participants for the week exceeded expectations and got the attention of many people.
Initially there were 220 shirts
ordered for participants in the 30-Hour
Famine with the hope of at least getting
150 people to participate. By Wednesday of the week before, it was clear that
more shirts were needed.
In the end close to 400 people participated in the fast, catching the attention of local media outlets and World
Vision, one of the organizations work-

ing with Total Relief Week.
"World Vision is encouraged by the
achievements and efforts of the 400 college students at Central Washington
University who are taking a stand
against hunger through participating in
the 30-Hour Famine," Brad Stave,
Church Relations, Marketing, World
Vision, said in a press release. "Every
day, nearly 30,000 children die from
hunger related diseases. Students at
Central Washington University should
take pride in the action they have taken
to tackle this huge statistic. As one of
the largest collegiate responses around
the country, all of Central Washington
University should be amazed by such
an overwhelming response within their
university to fight poverty and hunger. 11
Last Wednesday, multiple media
sources from around the county, including KAPP TV came to Central to cover
the event and get responses from
organizers.
"We never anticipated getting 400
people," Williams said.
With the success of the 30-Hour
Famine, the week continued on with a
Hunger Banquet organized by Mariah
Torrez, co-coordinator for Total Relief
Week.
Torrez said the banquet was set up
for people to experience how some of
the world eats.
There were three tiers of people; the
first tier of people sat at tables and were
served pasta, salad and juice. The second tier of people were served a cup of
rice and a cup of beans and sat in
chairs. The third tier of people were
served a half of cup of cold rice and had
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to sit on the floor.
The purpose of the banquet was not
to serve food, but to educate participants on how other populations of the
world eat.
Many people who participated in
the banquet did so to understand more
about hunger.
"I decided to participate in the
hunger banquet because I have had the
chance to travel to a third world country
and see how hunger is killing people,"
Emily Sandbo, sophomore undeclared
said. "I was hoping for a chance to learn
some new information about hunger
and what we can do to put a stop to it."
The week concluded with the Friday
Night Hunger Fight where two local
businesses, the Bar 14 Ranch House
and the Matternhorn Inn, donated 3
percent of their total sales on Friday to
Ellensburg food banks, World Vision,
and Oxfam International.
A final count of money raised, not
including money donated from the Friday Night Hunger Fight, totaled nearly

Top: Participants of the 30-Hour Famine and other volunteers from
Total Relief Week. Above: Food from the Hunger Banquet shows the
inequality of food available throughout the world.

$1,000.
All money donated to World Vision
and Oxfam International will go directly to Pakistan relief to buy survival tents,
blankets and food.

"A small amount of money is useful
to organizations," Williams said.
"Eleven dollars will feed a family for
one week."

Posters lead to 'civil' debate
by Paul Balcerak
Staff reporter

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

One of the posters from Total Relief Week which caused controversy.
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When April Williams, a project
coordinator with the Civic Engagement
Center (CEC) began a poster campaign
to promote Total Relief Week, she never
thought her idea would run into opposition. After all, Williams' intent was to
raise awareness of world hunger and
promote Total Relief Week, which was
her idea to begin with.
But recently, a small group of Black
Student Union members, led by Central
Washington University Diversity Center
program coordinator Djordje Popovic,
took issue with the posters and made
their complaints heard to the CEC.
"I thought [the posters] were count-

er-productive," Popovic said.
Popovic felt that posters, such as
one featuring a starving child with the
text "Looks Like He's Missed a Few
Meals," trivialized a serious global issue
in the name of pandering to an uncaring student body. After making his voice
heard in an e-mail to CEC director
Lorinda Anderson, Popovic consulted
with several BSU members and together
they took their complaints to Williams
herself.
Williams said her intention with the
campaign was misread by Popovic.
"The posters were not designed to
be sarcastic, they were designed to kind
of poke fun at the reader," Williams
said.
Williams had screened the posters

before some 500 students before running them on campus. Popovic argued,
however, that the overarching issue was
the very fact that not many students
were offended.
"We are a... racist society," Popovic
said. "We are an incredibly selfish, selfcentered society.... We have these great
humanitarian ideals, this great democracy... but we're also engaged in this
economic experiment that sustains us at
this level, but it's based on exploitation
of somebody else."
The BSU, Popovic and Williams
eventually voiced their opinions to each
other in a meeting and despite passionate opinions on each side, Williams
said the summit went smoother than
she had expected.
"We sat down with everybody and I
was really surprised. It was the most
civil discourse I think I've ever had
about hunger," Williams said.
The meeting resulted in an agreement between Williams, Popovic, and
the BSU. Williams would take down the
posters that were deemed "most offensive" and rework them. Some of the
new posters read simply: "Help Fight
Hunger." In addition, Williams agreed
to attend a BSU meeting to open further
dialog between herself and the BSU and
include both the BSU and the Diversity
Center in the next Total Relief Week
project, slated to take place next quarter.
While Williams, Popovic, and the
BSU may not agree on what constitutes
"offensive," they all expressed satisfaction over the discussion that the poster
controversy has generated, something
Popovic said is essential to inciting
change.
"Try to understand and genuinely
and honestly engage in a discussion of
why this (world hunger) is happening,"
Popovic said.
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Students suner
from winter blues
by Michael L'Esperance
Staff reporter

Every year, an estimated 500,000
people are affected by a type of winter
depression called Seasonal Affective
Disorder (S.A.D.). - For many people
S.A.D. is experienced in a mild form
which is commonly known as the "winter blues." For others, S.A.D. is a seriously debilitating condition that keeps
them from functioning normally if left
untreated.
Symptoms of S.A.D. vary from
lethargy and anxiety to overeating and
sleeping problems. College students
and people in their mid-to-late 20s are
: particularly at risk because the onset o{
, the 'disorder is often between the ages
: Of 18 and 30. Students who feel they
~ are suffering from S.A.D. or any form of
depression should make an appointment to see a counselor at the Health
~ and Counseling Center.
I "We see a lot of students who suffer
'. from depression during the winter
months," said Rhonda McKinney, direc. tor of counseling at the Student Health
and Counseling Center.
She said the Health Center does not
keep track of the number of students
who are diagnosed with S.A.D. However, she has noticed an increase in cases over the last few years.
"The last few years have been particularly gray," McKinney said. "[The winter blues] is a natural phenomenon, but
for some it is extreme."
There is no doubt that the long winter months take a toll on everyone
though some are affected more seriously than others.
"I. don't think I am seriously affected

Free

by S.A.D. but the short, cold days really
start to get to me," Nancy Kunst, senior
public relations major said. "By this
tjme of winter I am definitely ready for
warmer, longer days when I can spend
more time outside."
There are three different treatments
for people who suffer from S.A.D.
Counseling and antidepressants are two
possible forms of treatment, but light
therapy is effective in about 85 percent
of diagnosed cases. The brightness of
light is measured in lux and the minimum dose necessary to treat S.A.D. is
2500 lux. Average household lighting
emits an intensity of 200-500 lux, compared to an intensity of 100,000 lux
from the sun on a bright summer day.
The counseling center has two light
boxes that can be borrowed if a student
is found to be suffering from S.A.D.
Some students don't mind the dark
winter months.
"I actually like the crisp cold winter
days because they are refreshing. I
soak up the sun whenever I can and
when it does get dark and gloomy,
working out seems to help," Lauren
Knudson, freshman undecided, said.
According to McKinney, the best
way students can deal with' the winter
blues is to spend as much time in the
sun as possible. Students can increase
their exposure to sunlight by doing simple things such as turning a desk toward
a window and taking short walks during
the day. Even when it is overcast, the
natural light is better than sitting
indoors.
For more information students can
contact the Counseling Center at 9631391.
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ININGWOES
Bad prices, shortfall in revenue, management
decisions send dining services into th.e red
by Tieh-Pai Chen
Senior reporter

Katrina, incorrect pricing, and the
combined budget shortfall of $2.34 million while- more and more information
is disclosed to explain Central Washingtorr University's dining services loss last
year, students and faculty members
question how certain business decisions were made and who was responsible for those decisions that led to the
financial deficit last year and most likely this year as well.
"You can always blame it on something," said Charlotte Tullos, vice president of student affairs. "But in the end,
it all goes to leadership and management issues."
Instead of reaching its 2004-2005
projected net income goal of
$1,575, 164, dining services closed the
year with a net operating loss of
$760,026. While some numbers on the
monthly manager's reports had indicat-

ed the red flag around December 2004
and January 2005, several plans were
still carried out which resulted in a lower cash flow. According to the January
2005 report, dining services revenue of
$3,684,690 with total expens.es of
$4,434, 190 - an operating loss of
$749,501.
"When you see the cost of goods
was up and the revenue was down
$622,860 at that point comparing to
2004 fiscal year, you knew something
was wrong," said Patrick Stanton, enterprise financial manager. "And that's
when they started saying the accounting
can't be right. You've got to redo the
accounting."
Dining services had been a profitable entity since its
inception on campus
and the high operating loss seemed to
not make sense.
According
to
Rich Corona, vice
president for Business and Financial
Affairs, the dining
services management team knew
there were some
issues but they didn't
expect to end in the
red. Corona said the
computer system to
track inventory was
changed from an old
.
server to another server around Januar.y.
Inaccurate inventory numbers was one
of the factors contributing to confusion
later in making decisions.
"We had some significant problems
with the computer system ~nd inventory," said Robert Borngrebe, director of
dining services. "It made the decision
making more difficult because you didn't know if the variation you had was
accurate or not. So you're trying to
shoot in the dark."
Kevin Kimball, assistant vice president for Financial Services, said not
having the most accurate inventory
numbers contributed to them not knowing what the bottom line would be.
They later fouod the cost of goods sold
was higher than believed and inventory
was a lot lower.
"Some of the information coming
back as to the cost of goods for the
ingredients was faulty," Corona said.
"We were wrestling with the information during those months. That has an
effect on the profitability of the system
because when we sell the food we have ·
to know exactly how much an ingredient costs. That affected the revenues."
Although it's difficult to say how
much the incorrect inventory number
influenced the January financial report,
some people believe it is not an adequate reason to explain January's loss.
"If the manager's statement was
available, even if the inventory might be
incorrect, it could not change the result
in any significant way," said Ed Day, student funds financial manager.
"I wouldn't give the statements out
if I didn't think they were right," Stanton
said. There was a little disbelief [of
whafs shown on the statementL
because cost of foods percentage
always worked out as planned and dining had always been profitable."
Housing and dining share the same
11

)

fund called 573 for surplus carry forward funds. That means these two programs are affecting each other if one
doesn't perform well. Stacy Klippenstein, director of University Housing
said he was aware that some of the dining numbers were very unusual around
December 2004, but he knew Stanton
was looking into the problem and trying
to figure out the reason.
According to a source who asked to
remain anonymous and were only few
people in dining services who are
minding the business.
"They could have some problems
with the system, and it could have
made it more difficult for them to find
out the data/ he. said. However there
was somebody in the
department who d_id
find out the problem
because he tried.
They didn't try.
Although the January
numbers ·
showed dining services was operating at
a loss, two decisions
were made in March
that led to even less
revenue. At the end
of winter quarter,
2005, dining services
found students were
not swiping their
cards, and there
might be a half million dollars voided out by the end of
spring quarter if that spending pattern
continued. Corona said for the purpose
of public relations and public consensus, dining service management decided to bill the students only for the
amount up to the smallest meal plan,
instead of requiring everyone to purchase a new meal plan for spring 2005.
For example a student who left
$400 in the account at the beginning of
spring quarter would only pay an additional $125 to reach the smallest meal
plan requirement, instead of purchasing
a whole $825 plan which would result
in a total of $1225 in the account. As a
result, there was a $278,355 difference
from what dining was supposed to
charge and what they actually billed,
according to a di,ning services billing
chart.
"Patrick's office is the one saying we
were going to finish in a black somewhere
between
$300,000
to
$500,000," Borngrebe said. "So he said
we could afford to go ahead and not
collecting this money. I w_as not aware
we had this kind of loss [$760,026] in
January. If I had been aware of that, I
probably would not even walk into the
room and say ·'let's not collect the money.' I go by what Patrick tells me."
"Even if they really made $300,00,
that's still $1 million off and it's not
acceptable to be $1 million off," Day
said.
With a projected profit of $1.5 million and already a loss of $749,501
according to January 2005 data, some
people question whether the management teams were overly optimistic
about their numbers, or just not looking
at the numbers.
"I didn't think anyone in the meeting
knew how critical that decision was,"
Tullos said. "I feel like I need to take
some responsibility for not addressing
1

11

1

11

1

the issue in a more comprehensive way.
I'm more miffed of myself for not being
a good communicater."
The decision to provide students the
Bronze plan, a $625 meal plan for fall
term 2005 and now unavailable to new
applicants, was made around the same
time as the spring quarter rebate plan.
The question some students have is
why dining services decided to provide
an even smaller plan, which would
bring in less revenue, when they knew
they were already losing money.
"I don't make all of the decisions for
my department," Borngrebe said. "I can
have input to them, but I don't make a
lot of these higher-level financial decisions for the department. We have a
management team to do that."
The Bronze plan was provided in
fall 2005, but it's now only available
through an appeal letter. Kimball said a
lot more students selected the Bronze
meal plan this year than expected.
"From an accountant perspective, I
tried to explain to them it didn't make
business sense and it wasn't economically viable," Stanton said. "Because if
all the students chose that plan, we
would not have enough money to provide the hours and services we promised to students."
With all the unsettled issues dining
services is still facing, the question goes
back to two years ago when the decision was made to change the old meal
plan, which had made dining a prof-

itable entity in the past decades, to the
declining balance meal plan which dining is using now. Borngrebe said the
plan was changed at that time because
of the complexity of the system and to
provide students greater flexibility.
"I felt the declining balance meal
plan is what really hurts our stability,"
Kimball said. "Rob was the one who
suggested to provide that plan, but it's
really a shared responsibility. I feel
responsible because I was one of the
people making the decision ."
The Fund 573 seven months financial data shows by the end of January
2006 dining services has made actual
revenue of $,3,709,077 with an expense
of $4,271,692 - a $562,615 loss that is
far from its budgeted $471 ,733 net
income. Dining services has set the projected revenue at around $600,000 this
year but the trend of losing money
seems to indicate another loss.
"If the management team really
builds the budget, they would be able
to look at the budget and say I'm
responsible for this, I builtthis budget,
why am I off here," Klippenstein said,
f~om housing's perspective. "I know he
[Stanton] seems the only one right now
who is putting together the budget
based on occupancy and meal plan
projections. I know Rob is aware of it.
Maybe it's directed that the.y want
Patrick to work on it so Rob's backing
off a little bit, or Patrick is picking it up
just because Rob is not doing it."
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Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m.
Monday the ~eek of publication,
must be typed, less than 300 words
and must include your name and
phone number. Only one letter a
month will be accepted from an individual. Anonymous letters will not be
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published.
The Observer reserves the right to edit
for length, style, grammar and libel.
Please mail or e-mail letters to: The
Observer, Central Washington
University; observer@cwu.edu or by
fax to (509) 963-102 7.

Letters to the Editor
Surg PJ bashes
Observer for abusing
the 1st atttendtttent
In your last publication, you had
two different articles about your rights
under the First Amendment and your
ability to offend in regard to the comics
of Muhammad. What you forgot was
that the First Amendment is limited.
Through court case upon court case of
people arguing their right to offend, the
First Amendment and the areas that are
protected are actually pretty narrow.
You do have the right to offend peopie, you have the right to make people
mad and to complain but you don't
have the right to cause violence and
dangerous situations. Under the "Clear
and Present Danger" limitation of the
First Amendment, you can't knowingly
create a dangerous situation. Because
of the last seven months, it has already
been shown through riots and death
threats that danger from these comics
already exists.
On the flip side of the argument, do
I believe that the original publishers of
the comics knowingly created a dangerous situation and acted outside of
their freedom of speech protection?
No, they were within their rights. I do
believe that every publication produced after the occurrence of a violent
or dangerous situation is outside of the
protection of the First Amendment. To

Listen tomorrow morning on 88.1 The Burg as
DJ Ominous and
Allison White battle over
the First Amendment.

argue what your rights are, you need to
be educated on the limitations you are
provided.
DJ Ominous, The Burg
Fridays 9a.m.-11 a.m.

has been in the news recently. I don't
think there is an educated person out
there who can safely say that such outrage over the depiction of Mohammed
stems from a dangerous idea about
what religion is, and that these ideas
are of lesser value than those of free
speech and expression. All ideas and
opinions are welcome but we are free
to ridicule them all we want to.
Taylor S. Kendall
Senior, Physics

Integrity, bravery
on catttpus, not
Piscritttinating ideas found
should be welcottted nationally
I do not agree with the commonly
held assertion that discrimination is a
bad thing all the time. To discriminate
simply means to tell unlike things
apart. I am not supporting discrimination on the basis of race, physical or
mental disability or sexual orientation.
I am talking about discriminating ideas.
Ideas such as religion, because
ideas are something that are a choice
and can be changed. It is time in a fast
moving, dangerous world to recognize
not all ideas are created equal, or
worse yet refuse to change your ideas
even in the light of new information.
I think nothing supports this point
better than the cartoon controversy that

What a wave of relief I felt when I
came in last week and saw the front
page of the Observer and read Allison
White's Observance.
I want you to know that I recognize
the bravery and valor inherent in what
you have done. I commend you for
your courage in running the photo and
the one Danish cartoon. I commend
your advisors and the administrative
higher ups who had the prerogative to
suppress the photo and the cartoon,
but didn't.
I want you to know that I believe
you have more integrity than the editors of the New York Times and the other large U.S. daily newspapers that I
can't think of now without experi~nc-

ing a wave of nausea--for the evidence
of fear and hypocrisy in what I had
once thought were unshakeable pillars
of liberty--fear and hypocrisy in the
very institutions that I am convinced
have helped regulate, strengthen, and
maintain our American republic. Can
we rely on them in the future? Or have
they compromised their integrity the
way that Google and Yahoo have compromised theirs?
You may be feeling your own
twinge of fear. Many of us are feeling
that same twinge. You, however, found
the courage to act and to lead. I'll find
the courage to follow that lead. If we
do not take a stand now, I fear that we
wi 11 not have room to take a stand later.
We must be governed by our own laws
and customs, not by fear of violence
from any source.
Joshua S. Nelson
Professor of Japanese
Department of Foreign Languages

Ultitttate purpose is
not fully justified
I believe strongly in the old adage,
"where much is given, much is
required or expected." I am not sure
who said that, but its meaning strikes
home in this particular issue. We have
been given a great gift in this country
by having the right to free speech.
Other countries also share this great

In 2003 Jylland's-Posten, the Danish newspaper that originally published the cartoons depicting the Prophet
Mohammad, refused to publish satirical cartoons depicting
the ressurection of Jesus. To read the second installment of
Rebecca Thornton's analysis go to the Observer Online @
http:/ /www.cwu.edu/ ~observer.
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gift. Yet it seems to me that with this
great gift there comes a great level of
responsibility. I do not deride the
artist's right to express themselves in
these cartoons, but one must ask, what
is the ultimate purpose?
Is there some real meaning that
needs to be portrayed in these cartoons
or is it just a chance to practice free
speech regardless of the impact it
makes? If I were to yell fire in a crowded mall or theater and then claim free
speech after several people are trampied to death, would I be held responsible?
If someone in this country were to
make cartoons depicting minorities
such as African Americans, Hispanics,
Gays, etc., think of the outcry that this
would cause. I thought we were living
in a PC world now!
(insert sarcastic laugh)
I do not in any way condone the
acts of those who are protesting these
cartoons. These people are far more in
the wrong than those artists. Yet, I
believe that we need to think about
what we are doing before we do it.
I think many understand how
inflammatory depictions of Muhammad are. We have been given this great
gift, lets not abuse it at the expense of
others beliefs, rights, and lives. Where
does one draw the line between protecting your rights at the expense of
another's?

· • "V-Day Formal Response
from the College Republicans" from Heather Durkee
• "First Amendment Right"
from Charlene Krentz
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The Central Washington University Theatre Ensemble's winter play will have its first performance tomorrow night in McConnell Auditorium. "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer" will be
shown four times this weekend. The production will also go on the road, traveling to other locations such as Olympia, Shelton and Bremerton.

~The Adventures ot Tom Sawver' comes to Central
by Ryan Fudacz
Staff reporter
Beginning tomorrow, McConnell Auditorium will host one of
Mark Twain's most acclaimed novels, "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer." Twain's text will come to life when the story hits the spotlight Friday night at Central Washington University.
Directed by Emily Rollie, graduate teaching assistant, Twain's
classic story has been transformed into a 60-minute stage performance.
"It is very close to the book," said Rollie. "One of my main goals
in producing this [the play] was I wanted something that was pretty
similar to the classic story because the story itself is so rich, there are
some things that are different, but it stays true to the story."
Historically, the performance will stay faithful to the time period
of the 1840s. Rollie and cast members researched the characters and
the wardrobe crew took into consideration the setting, fashions at the
time and the circumstances of each character.
"[The audience] will have an indication of what people wore
back then and what was considered fashionable in Missouri [during
the 1840's]," Laura Reinstatler, costume designer, said.

The characters ofTom Sawyer are made up of nine cast members
and five of them play multiple roles.
"We have a phenomenal cast with a wealth of energy and you
can tell that they're having fun and that they are enjoying what they
are doing," Rollie said. "To see them all work together to shift the
scenes, to become other characters and just connect with one another is my favorite part."
Daniel Zertuche, senior theatre arts performance major, will be
carrying the biggest load with three characters. Zertuche is playing
Judge Thatcher, Doc Robinson and Ben Rogers.
"They [students] get used to it [playing multiple roles], but it can
be tricky," Rollie said.
Thomas Ohrstrom, a sophomore theatre arts performance major,
who plays Tom Sawyer, said if audiences can put themselves in the
mindset of a child then their experiences will take on a different
meaning.
James Frasca, senior theatre arts major, plays Sawyer's sidekick
and best friend, Huckleberry Finn. Frasca prepared for his part by
talking to his stepfather, who is from the south. Frasca said he listened to his stepdad's southern childhood experiences and used it to
his advantage.

"You get as much information as you can and you start applying it
your character and applying it to the show," said Frasca.
The Tom Sawyer production will be a traveli_ng show. The cast
members will perform at the Washington Center for the Performing
Arts for Olympia Junior Programs, the Evergreen Children's Theatre in
Bremerton and at Shelton High School for Shelton Junior Programs.
The play is recommended for fourth graders and up. The play will
have public performances along with a matinee series, which many
elementary schools from the community will attend.
"I think it is a wonderful family show in that both age groups or
any age group can connect with it and they take different things away
from it," said Rollie. "I hope people will come and enjoy this production cause we've had fun putting it together."

Audiences can catch public performances March 3, 4, 10 and 11
at 7 p.m., and matinees March 4, 5 and 11 at 2 p.m. All shows will be
in McConnell Auditorium and tickets are $7 for general admission
and $5 for students.
Purchase tickets online at www.cwu.edu/-theatre!tix or at the
box office. For more information contact Centra/'s box office at
963-1774.
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5 t11it1utes with ...Nathat1 Jet1field
Q: How long have you been involved in acting?
A: The first play I was in was in fifth grade, so about 10 years. It
was called, "A Fisherman and His Wife." It was a fairy tale.

Q: What made you decide to audition for The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer?
A: Well, all theatre majors have to audition for all of the shows.
Out of all of them though, this is one that I really wanted to be in
the most. I really like the story ofTom Sawyer and have worked
with the director before and really enjoyed the experience. I also
like the idea of touring. We go on tour to Olympia, Shelton and
Bremerton for one weekend during spring quarter.

by Laura Graves
Staff reporter

Nathan Benfield, a 20-year old theatre management and performance major will be playing Muff Potter and Sid Sawyer beginning March 3rd in the Central Washington University Central Theatre Ensemble production of "The Adventures ofTom Sawyer."

Q: Do you find it hard having to switch between two roles
throughout the production?
A: It is really different because the two roles are very diametrically opposite. Sid is the young, pseudo-innocent character, while
Muff is the town drunk. I find it very rewarding to create two separate characters that are both very different than me as an individual.

Q: How do you find time in your schedule to get everything
done with school, homework and the play?
A: It is really hard. If I am not in class, then I am rehearsing. If I
am not rehearsing, then I am doing homework.
It is definitely worth it because it is something I love to do. I am
honing my craft.
Q: How often do you practice for the production?
A: We practice 5 days a week for 3 hours a day, and additional
time if it is necessary.
Q: Is this your first time acting in a play at Central?
A: This is my second production, but my first main stage.

Q: What is the most rewarding aspect of putting on a production?
A: For this particular show, because it is a children's show,
seeing the children invest in a show and the characters are so
rewarding. Children can be brutal and if they don't believe you as a
character, they will let you know. Seeing them invest and believe in
the characters in really cool.

'Mirrormask's' fantasv images and special effects draw viewers in

Charlene
Krentz
Online
reporter

"Mirrormask" was never shown at
the Grand Meridain, despite the petition. Which is a shame. I would've
liked to see it on the big-screen, where
the film's fascinating special effects are
meant to be seen. The plot is definitely
aimed at kids. The main heroine, Helena, is a creative, typical teenager that
youngsters can relate to. Her journey is
a bizarre one, and it goes at such a fast
pace, it's hard to care about its success.
Helena's life was turned upside
down when her mother contracted a
fatal illness. Then she was transported
to a world where sphinxes are pets, fish

swim through the air, people wear
masks all the time and magic is abundant. The balance between the dark
and Iight forces has been broken and
destruction of the world is imminent.
Helena volunteers herself and her new
friend Valentine to find the one thing
that can restore the balance, the fabled
Mi rrormask.
The film is filled with strange creatures, spells and images much like "The
Dark Crystal" and "Labyrinth" (which,
like "Mirrormask," were created by the
Jim Henson Company).
They could've slowed the pace of

the story down a tad so it would be possible to care about the fate of the interesting, dream-like fantasy world and
the characters in it. The actors do their
best to give their characters personalities, but that's hard to do when the
characters have hardly any personality
to start with. Watching them is like
watching flat figures waltzing across a
beautiful painting. But considering that
the background of the fantasy world
looks like a drawing out of a fairy-tale
book that might have been the writer
and director's intention .
The special effects of the movie are

cool, almost on par with the Harry Potter movies. Not surprising since one of
"Mirrormask's" creators was an animator on the second and third Potter films.
The funny looking computer generated
creatures, from the ape-like birds to the
rainbow-winged sphinxes, blend well
with the live actors.
"Mirrormask" works better as a
work of art than a story. The imagery is
like a beautiful, yet odd painting. There
is an interesting story winding through
it, but it's more art than plot. Check it
out if you're into that sort of thing.
Reviewer Grade: B-

College of Arts and Humanities
Everyone's heard of the Oscars, the Grammys and the Tonys! Now is the time for the CAHAAs, the College of Arts
and Humanities Achievement Awards. The College of Arts and Humanities is now accepting entries and nominations
for its annual Achievement Awards.

Call for Entries - Undergraduate Student Achievement
Thomas Gause Award for Achievement in Musical Composition
Betty E. Evans Award for Achievement in Creative Writing: Short Fiction
George Stillman Award for Achievement in Art: Photography or Digital Media
Raymond Smith Award for Achievement in Scholarship

Call for Nominations -Graduate Student and Faculty Achievement
Outstanding Graduate Student Scholarship Award
Outstanding Graduate Student Artistic Achievement Award
Outstanding Faculty Teaching Award
Outstanding Faculty Research Award
Outstanding Faculty Artistic Achievement Award
Outstanding Non-tenure Track Faculty Teaching Award
Each recipient will receive a cash award and will be recognized at the annual CAH Awards Banquet on May 16, 2006. All submissions
must be received in the Dean's office by 5 p.m. April 5, 2006. For more information, call 963-1858 or see our website
www.ewtJ.@du/t:::1e1h and click on Latest News!
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Cetttral t1tusic
departt1tent
presettts
pianist
Rebecca
Penney
by Michelle Redo
Staff reporter
Distinguished pianist and teacher
Rebecca Penney will present a recital at
7 p.m. on Sunday, March 5 in the Central Washington University music
department's concert hall. Penney is a
professor of piano at the Eastern School
of Music, as well as chair of piano at the
Chautauqua Institute Summer Music
Festival.
Known for her poetic interpretations
and astounding technique, Penney was
the recipient of the Special Critics' Prize
at the Seventh International Chopin
Piano Competition in Warsaw, Poland.
Penney is a remarkable chamber musician and member of the New Arts Trio,
which has the distinction of winning the
Naumburg Award for Chamber Music
in New York on two separate occasions.
Penney's reviews and work as a pianist
and teacher have been the subject of
articles in Fanfare and Clavier magazines.
Rebecca Penney's recital program
will include works by Schubert,
Chopin, Monpou, Mozart and her own
virtuoistic arrangement of George
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue. A donation of $5 is appreciated. For more
information contact John Pickett with
the CWU school of music.

Students mav win hundreds 01 dollars
by Bryant Phillips
Staff reporter

at 11 a.m. and all students are eligible.
"I love game shows, I'm addicted to
them," Annie Castle, coordinator for
Who Wants to be a Hundred-aire, said.
"Winter quarter is usually a lull for
activities at Central. This is something
to entertain students during lunch."
Prizes will include gift certificates to
espresso and burger joints throughout
Ellensburg and some more outlandish
certificates including one for Threads
and Needles, a local thrift clothing and

While Central Washington University's Campus Life may not have millions
of dollars to give away for a game show,
they will be hosting "Who Wants to be
a Hundred-aire" and giving away gift
certificates for local businesses on Tuesday, March 7.
The event will be held in the
Samuelson Union Building pit starting

···d~
Gift

C'rirtifieati~ ~vaitcbl~

body piercing shop.
Coca-Cola will be co-sponsoring
the event and will be giving away free
beverages.
The game will proceed essentially
like its namesake, "Who Wants to be a
Millionaire," and will feature trivia
questions of increasing difficulty on a
points scale (points will be used instead
of dollars, with the maximum point
total reaching one million).
Castle admits there will also be

some changes to the "lifelines" used in
the show for this event.
"We can't really poll the audience,
so we' ll just ask them, and we can't
really phone a friend, so we'll have
them phone Campus Life or ask someone in the SUB," Castle said.

Students who wish to participate
should show up early on Tuesday to
enter their names, which will be drawn
at random after 11 a.m.

Pregnant?
You have options.

1-800-395-HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273
Free Test. Caring. Confidential.

i_'ilt th~m~ rooma bav~ Jaeuzzia. f>own comfort~rasl'
bars~

T\1'•·

\?C~~

t>bci

No Prita.

Rat~.1 from !>89. <ian .. fhura.
f'rom ~99~ f'ri-,,at.

1720 Canyon Rd.

www.innatgoosecreek.com
E-mail:goosecrk@ellensburg.com

Visit us at Career Quest
Monday, April 20

509-962-8030
or

(800 )533-0822

Summer
campHre USA Camp Jobs
Great outdoor jobs working with youth. A
variety of positions available: counselors.
lifeguards, instructors, horseback riding staff
trip leaders, cooks and more!

lnttirn~t

Conn~etion, R~frig~raton.
lfon-~moking.

,..(A

Located in Downtown Ellensburg at 111 East 4th

Get the details at Student Employment in Barge
Hall #103, 963 3008. or Camp Sealth 206 463 3174
www.campfire-usa.org/camp
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lose weight while
becoming cultured
by Katie Murdoch
Staff reporter

Gallery One will be sponsoring Darwin Davis's "Retrospective With a Whim and a Wham." The opening
reception is 5 p.Ql. to 7 p.m., March 3, at Gallery One. The event is sponsored by Brad and Autum-!1 Moore with
introductions starting at 5:45 p.m.

Rustv Bucket opens at First Fridav
by Clare Jensen
Staff reporter

Attention all live music lovers: local
bands Open Country Joy and Rusty
Bucket will be playing March 3 at
Ellensburg's First Friday Dance.
"[Open Country Joy] was very popular with the college crowd last year,"
said Mollie Edson, Cornerstone program coordinator. "They had produced
a CD and were well on their way to big
time fame until they suddenly disbanded."
Open Country Joy is a popular local
jam band who played around th.e

Northwest for seven years, and is now
back together with lots of new material
and an intense, very danceable style
said Sam Albright, bassist for Rusty
Bucket.
Rusty Bucket is another local band
that has played around the area with an
eclectic mix of rock, pop and soul for
the past three years. They will be opening for Open Country Joy.
The First Friday Dance has been a
tradition following the First Friday Art
Walk for the past three years. It is a
place for people of all ages to come
together to enjoy live music a.nd dance
their hearts out. The music is usually

Jrooklyt1 CotMedy four
cotMes to Ellet1sburg
by Meghan Hanley
Staff reporter

Brooklyn, New York has a reputation
of producing great comedians, and
tomorrow three such comedians will
take the stage at Central Washington
University.
Student Activities is presenting Da'
Brooklyn Comedy Tour, a collection of
three nationally known stand up comedians.
"There are three comed.ians from
Brooklyn, New York and they're just
going around the c9untry touring," said
Buddy Keller, senior elementary education major and comedy director of Student Activities. "One of them is Jay London from Last Comic Standing."
In 2004 London competed in seasons II and Ill of the stand up comedy
television show, Last Comic Standing.
Joining London on stage are headliners
Jimmy Della Valle and Tommy Savitt.
"These are all old Brooklyn guys,"
Scott Drummond, director of Campus
Life said. "They packaged up the tour
like.musicians would."
Della Valle has appeared qn television shows such as "The Soprano's" and
performed at many clubs across the
country. Savitt has headlined the venue
"Caroline's on Broadway" and competed in many comedy competitions.
"This is a national tour," Keller said.
"They're going around all across the
country and we thought we'd get a
national act in here."

The comedic style of headViner Londo!) is unlike the comedy most people
are familiar with.
"[London's comedy] is very one liner ori1mted," Drummond said. "He'll
throw something out there that might
almost seem a little surreal and out of
place then all of a sudden two seconds
later it'll hit you. It's a different
approach that is still funny."
The three comedians have very different, very distinct styles.
"New York [comedy] is a different
flavor; it's a different point of view,"
Della Valle said in a press release. "I'm
rapid fire, Tommy is very slow. Jay is a
different kind of comedy all together.
The show is three different types of
comedians; it's kind of like a combo
meal."
Attending live comedy is a very different experience than watching a half
hour comedy special on television.
"There are a lot of students that
come here that really haven't been that
accustomed to live entertainment, especially comedy," Drummond said. "They
know what they see on TV, but what
they see on TV is filtered."
Comedy connoisseurs and rookies
alike will hear something they enjoy
with three different comedians performing in one show.
Da' Brooklyn Comedy Tour will be
presented by Student Activities at 7 p.m.
on Friday March 3 in Club Central. Tickets are $5 for students and $8 for general admission.

highly danceable rock and roll and a
good place for everyone to party Edson
said.
This month's First Friday dance will
be held at the Moose Lodge. Rusty
Bucket will play at 8:30 p.m. with Open
Country Joy at 10:30 p.m. General
admission is $7 at the door and $5 with
student l.D.
The Art Walk is free and is from 5-7
p.m. with venues open throughout
downtown Ellensburg. The Moose
Lodge is located at 206 North Main
Street.
·
For more information on the First Friday Dance contact Mollie Edson.

Central Washington University students can enjoy artwork without paying
to stand around and whisper in a stuffy
old museum.
The Ellensburg Arts Commission is
hosting the First Friday Art Walk on
March 3.
"It began as a collaboration with
Gallery One and Kittitas County Historical Museum," Edna Madsen, president
of the board of directors at the Clymer
Museum, said. "The directors of those
facilities got together and expanded to
include other places."
Participants guide· themselves
through selected venues in downtown
Ellen.sburg to see artwork.
"This town really supports the art
community," Melanie Falcioni, curator
of exhibits at the Clymer Museum, said.
The Clymer Museum will showcase
the Western Art Association's pre-auction show during Friday's Art. Walk.
More than 100 paintings will be displayed for the pre-auction. Falcioni was
on a panel of jurors who selected which
artists would be displayed at the preauction show.
This Friday will also be the first
chance art patrons can see John Clymer's permanent collection re-mounted
since the museum was renovated in January.
"Clymer was captivated with Northwestern Indian culture," said Falcioni.

With approval from the board of
directors, Falcioni chooses which
pieces are displayed in the galleries.
She rotates the pictures every couple
months so they can rest in archives from
lighting and dust and to keep interest
up.
In May, the Northwest Pastel Society
is coming to the Clymer Museum.
"That'll be a really cool show," said
Falcioni. "Pastel art is growing in popularity."
·
During the Art Walks, the Clymer
Museum benefits from the foot traffic in
the museum and the interest patrons
take in the artwork and the gift shop.
"It's a good idea that has succeeded
as they [founders] had hoped," Madsen
said.
The Kittitas County Historical Museum benefits from the extra foot traffic as
well.
"Some days we'll have less than 10
people in the museum, but we've had
over 160 people during an event,"
Moriah Kauer, curator- at the Historical
Museum, said.
Kauer is facilitating as curator at the
museum, until the original curator, Erin
Black, returns from maternity leave.
Last month's First Friday Art Walk
brought 15-20 people into the Historical Museum.
"It's cold so people don't want to be
out walking as much," said Kauer.
The Art Walk is held the first Friday
of each month from 5 to 7 p.m.
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Sports -

Having won six of their last eight
games and riding a two game winning
streak, the Central Washington University women's basketball team hopes to
finish the se1son with a bang.
After spl itting their last home stand
at Nicholson Pavilion, it became do or
die time for the Wildcats, ranked fifth in
the Great Northwest Athletic Conference. They answered, winning big conference games against the Seattle University Redhawks 68-58 and the Saint
Martin's University Saints 90-70, with
fantastic performances from a number
of players.
In Thursday's game against the Redhawks, it was junior forward Ashley
Blake that set the table for the Wildcat's
victory with a career high of 21 points.
Coach Jeff Whitney said that all her
offensive prowess came from her defensive tough_ness.
"My teammates were getting me the
ball and I was feeling it offensively,"
Blake said.
The forward's "feeling it" captivated
the crowd, as she cut inside for dazzling
shots or found herself in position for
easy buckets on the perimeter.
"Part of my game is the set-shot, but
I love to drive and shoot," Blake said.
"We knew playing Seattle that we were
going to play hard."
More than likely it was Blake's play
that overshadowed the season high 29
turnovers by Central that led to 18 Red- hawk points. Whitney did however give
credit to the scrappy Seattle team that
hurried Central all night.
· "We played outstanding all night

and had poise going down the stretch,"
Whitney said.
On Saturday, Central came to play,
and did just that, winning by 20 against
the Saint Martin's University Saints.
Central's swagger was the knockout
punch in the game, as tough physical
play led the 'Cats to victory. The Wildcat's only senior Jamie Corwin, led the
charge against the Saints in her final
home game with 33 points. If Corwin
could have it her way, she would have
never wanted to see it end.
"It was a great night to go out like
this," Corwin said.' "I was just looking
up at the clock cause I didn't want it to
end."
Whitney couldn't have been happier
for his only se~ior on the team to finish .
off her play at Nicholson Pavilion in
front off hundreds of fans saluting Cor- .
win with shirts that were handed out
before the game with her name and
number on them.
"I wanted Jamie to go out with a big
game and win senior night," Whitney
said. "From my perspective, it is important for our seniors to go out the way
Jamie did. She is a great basketball
player and even better person."
Corwin wasn't the only senior on
the court with something to prove however. The Saint's Beth Layton went off
on the Wildcats for 40 points and a new
GNAC single game scoring record.
Whitney classified it as a senior duel
with Central coming out on top.
Like all season long, the Wildcats
have been taking it one game at a time.
. Now Central is at its most pivotal spot
of the season.
"Now we do control our own destiny," Whitney said.
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Corwin scores 33
in last home game
by Casey Donovan
Staff reporter
-
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Men's
basketball
tights to
get into
uiavons
by Jake Paquette
Staff reporter

Junior center Laura Wright goes up strong during the Wildcats 90-70
beatdown of Saint Martin's Saturday evening. Wright had a strong night
putting up 18 points and pulling down 12 rebounds.
They have to go on the road tonight up the poll enough to grab a spot in the
to play Northwest Nazarene (10-6) and · playoffs. This is important since only
then Seattle Pacific (15-1) on Saturday. the top six teams in the region go to the
Seattle Pacific is currently second in the playoffs.
GNAC behind first place Western
The possibility of playing in the
Washington, and the Northwest postseason is not totally out of the picNazarene Crusaders are third in the ture though. Seattle Pacific and Northconference. The Wildcats playoff west Nazarene were fifth and seventh
chances are grim; last week's NCAA in the regional rankings last week,
division II regional rankings had the respectively.
Wildcats in tenth. With two possible
"We definitely need to win these
wins this weekend, Central could move next two games," Corwin said.

A road trip to Alaska is a tough
way for any team to close out their
regular season. The Central Washington University men's basketball team
doesn't have cold weather and Kodiak
bears on their minds though. If the
Wildcats were ever in a do or die situation, this is it.
"It's going to be a war," coach
Greg Sparling said. "We're playing for
our lives. I told the guys it's like the
NBA finals, it's do or die."
The entire playoff scenario _is just a
mess. Two wins should solidify the
opportunity of playing for a possible
national championship.
One win and Central will need
help from other teams. Even after
coming off a heartbreaking loss on
Saturday in overtime (110-102), the
team showed no weaknesses in practice.
"We believe," Sparling said.
Every year, the playoffs are held at
the home court of the number one
ranked team in the division. Western
Washington University is currently
first in the conference but Seattle
Pacific is only a game back.

Men lose in overtime on senior night
by Marqise Allen
Staff repo[ter

<

The Central Washington University
men's
basketball
team played at home
last Thursday and Saturday for the last time
this season riding the
momentum of their
four-game winning
streak. The Wildcats
could have clinched
a playoff · berth by
taking the streak to
six games, but the
streak ended at five.
Central first defended their home
court against Western Oregon University. It was hard to tell that the Wildcats
averaged almost 90 points a game,
while shooting below 40 percent. But
Central's defense kept them in the game
and carried them through their offensive woes, only allowing the Wolves'
offense to make 36.7 percent of their
shots.
"They missed a lot of easy shots,"
coach Greg Sparling said. "But defensively we had the quicker step."
With 10 minutes remaining in the
half, Central's offense came alive. The
Wildcats went on a 15-5 run that was
capped with a rim rattling cleanup dunk

by senior forward Teddy Craven making
the score 27-15. Central continued to
cruise through the rest of the half, and
went into halftime with the lead, 42-27.
Coming into the
second half, Central
lost all momentum
causing the team to
break down offensively as wel I as
defensively.
The
Wolves shredded
the
Wildcat's
defense going on an
10-0 run; making
the score 42-35.
"I called a timeout and got into them," Sparling said.
"There is no excuse for that."
As soon as Central stepped foot
back on the floor, something must have
clicked. Central's offense erupted, going
on a 7-0 run, starting with senior guard
Robert Hicks and junior guard Lance
Den Boer, hitting back-to-back three
pointers. The Wildcats continued their
offensive onslaught, as the Wolves continua 1ly tried to claw their way back
into the game. In the end Central beat
Western Oregon, 87-77.
The Wildcats once again defended
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Michael Bennett/ Observer

Junior center, Grant Assink goes up for a IO-footer over Humbolt State's Jeremiah Ward. Assink finished with
22 points on 8-11 shooting in the Wildcats 102-110 loss to the Lumberjacks.
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Baseball splits
double-header
by Jordan Montgomery
Staff reporter

Tomlinson field hosted another great
baseball contest this weekend.
Although the weather was much better
than last weekend, the chill in the air
created a new appreciation for the
game. The Wildcats hosted the Eastern
Oregon University Mountaineers for
their last consecutive series home
games.
With the home field advantage and
confidence in their bullpen, the Wildcats entered the double header with
intensity and fire. With senior, right
handed starting pitcher Scott Parrish on
the mound, the Wildcat defense held off
the Mountaineers leadoff lineup with
no hits and one unearned run. Parrish
only allowed one hit and one run in his
six innings pitched and left the game
with a 10-1 lead. After dominating the
Mountaineers offense and getting four
strikeouts, Parrish earned his third win
in as many chances. Parrish was
relieved and supported by junior Mike
Morris and later junior Noah Mccurdy.
The game was closed out by junior closer Craig Marshall.
Offensively, the Wildcats completely trounced the Mountaineer starting
pitcher Jonathan Staats. Staats pitched

four innings; the Wildcats scored seven
runs off 10 hits. The seven hit rally started off when designated hitter senior
Chris Sepanski hit a single between second and third. Wildcat center fielder
junior Cameron Iverson gained a single
out of a hit to 2nd base and advanced to
second due to a throwing error which
would also advance Sepanski to third.
Both Iverson and Sepanski were
brought in with a double to right field
by senior catcher Kevin Knutsen. Knutsen was brought in on another double
by sophomore second baseman Tyler
Farrington before the inning ended. The
Wildcats scored another four runs in the
next two innings before the Mountaineers could stop the rally.
"We did well, I mean, everyone had
a hot bat and did their job," Sepanski
said. "Every time a guy like Scotty [Parrish] or D- Jackson [David Jackson] gets
on the mound we get a lot of confidence and that can get us momentum."
In all aspects of the game, the Wildcats seemed to have everything working
for them. The solid performance of the
team was highlighted with stand out
performances by many players. Sophomore short stop Jamie Nilsen hit two
triples this game and out of his three
hits he brought home four RBis.
"We all stepped up and played the

Michael Bennett/ Observer

Sophomore shortstop Jamie Nilsen lines up a fastball from Eastern Oregons pitcher Jon Staats. Nilsen had a
career day on Sunday, hitting three triples as the Wildcats split the doubleheader against the Mountaineers.
way we can," Sepanski said.
The second game of the double
header started with two very different
teams taking the field. Jackson, a junior, started on the mound for the Wildcats, and allowed three runs ol!~ of eight
hits in his five innings pitched. Jackson
struck out three batters before he was
relieved by senior right hander Isaac
Finch.
However, the Wildcats found it
more difficult to score against Mountaineer starting pitcher Joe Robinson.
The Wildcats were the first to bring in a
run in this contest. Nilsen led off the
line up with a triple, his third of the day,
which would hopefully start a Wildcat
rally. Nilsen was brought in by Sepanski hitting a sacrifice fly to centerfield.
The Wildcats did not score another run
until the bottom of the fifth.

"At no point did we feel like we
were out matched by their pitcher,"
sophomore outfielder Mike Carrigan
said. "We are a good hitting team, after
the first game we where kind of on auto
pilot. It took us a while to feel a sense
of urgency to score. We had guys on
and couldn't bring them home."
The Mountaineers grabbed the lead
in the top of the fifth by scoring two
runs off of a critical fielding error.
"We didn't approach the second
game at all like the first one," head
coach Desi Storey said. "We are a better team. We had some bad pitches and
little things that just killed us. All we
had to do was get contact; it is very disappointing when we lose those ones
you know we should have won."
The Wildcats abandoned four runners on base in their last two innings,

which could have given them the lead.
Unfortunately, Mountaineer closer
Chad Lucas kept the Wildcats to one
run off of two hits, allowing that last run
in the last inning and stranding two runners.
"We just can't seem to finish a
series, we just need to learn how to
keep the momentum going," Tanner
Swanson, senior first baseman, said.
"We start out strong every time but we
just lose sight, we were over confident
and too laid back. You can't leave
teams out there like that, because
they're playing to win, we just got to
bury teams like that, sweep at home
and split on the road."
The Wildcats face Whitman College
in Walla Walla on Wednesday March 8
at 4 p.m. in attempt to raise their team
record to 7-3.

Rugbv club clinches postseason berth
by Korben Cook
Staff reporter

The Central Washington University
Rugby Club achieved a great accomplishment last Saturday in beating the
Oregon State University Beavers 17 to
13. Senior Josh Baxter said that with this
win the club locked up a first round
playoff weekend in Ellensburg.
In the first half, Central took the lead
over Oregon State with a touchdown
from sophomore Siupeli Sakalia giving
Central six points. It was converted by
senior Josh Baxter giving them an extra
point.
Oregon State scored a try giving
them six points.
Early leaders in the game were

sophomore Charles "Charlie" Brown
and senior Michael Merril. Brown led
the offense into each end breaking
through Oregon State's line while Merril was a strong defensive force catching
the majority of the kicks.
In the second half, senior Adam Ralston and Merril both scored 6 point
tries.
"[Ralston's try] put us up for good,"
Baxter said.
During the second half, the crowd
was up in arms about the refereeing.
Accusations of a lack of calls brewed
anger on the sidelines. Sophomore Joe
Schmid of Central's Rugby Club knows
about refereeing during these matches.
"There's one ref for thirty guys, he's
not going to see everything and again

yelling at the referee.
Oregon
State
started to catch up,
but got held back by
the fierce Wildcats.
Rushing back
and forth between
touchdowns
and
tries, Central was
able to hold the
Michael Bennett/ Observer Beavers off through
The Wildcats wrestled away a 17-13 win over the
the two hour game.
Oregon State Beavers in Ellensburg on Saturday.
The playoffs are
he's not going to call everything either," a time for a new beginning for the RugSchmid said. "You got to roll with the by Club. Since past wins and defeats do
punches."
not matter anymore, the club can reforThe Beavers' anger built up in the mulate its strategies and tactics. The
second half until finally players started club will be working on their line-ups

and their scrummaging for their opponents in the playoffs. They will find out
who they are playing in the next few
weeks.
Schmid said Coach Bob Ford and
Coach Jason Ray have helped the club
out greatly during their free time as both
coaches give their time voluntarily.
Schmid said a new coach from South
Africa, coach Carl, is helping the club
with its game plan and enlightened
them with a foreign view of rugby.
The first games of the playoffs will
be held in Ellensburg at North field on
April 7 and 8.
Schmid said that Central does not
have high hopes going into the playoffs,
but they are expecting more out of
themselves in the playoffs.

OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS
WE REALLY NEED SOMEONE TO TAKE OVER OUR
LEASE STARTING MARCH 1,
which is next week. We are willing to give the· person $100 for
March rent and $100 for April's
rent as an incentive. We desperartely need someone.2 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms, security patrol, free
tanning, club house, nice laundry
facilities. Very nice apartment,
close to campus. 760-424-9564,
or samantha_hass@hotmail.com.
SUMMER HOUSE PAINTING:
Bellevue $8.50-$11.00/hr, 40 hrs/wk
all summer. Work Outside. No
experience nece~sary. Call Peter @
206-356-1556
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
Spring Quarter. I am looking for a
roommate in Student Village to
move in during Spring Break.
Rent. $315 a month, located on
the first floor. Contact Julie at
963-8728 or email nittaj@cwu.edu

WANTED PERSONAL TRAINER for CWU student, spring qrtr
and beyond. Rate negotiable.
Call 206-353-1636
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED
looking for a clean & personable
roomate for a two bedroom apt.
one block from campus. $200/mo.,
+last mo. rent, $150 dep., 1/2 util.
Please call 509-670-2234.
1996FORDEXPLORER4
DOOR. 130k mi, PW, POL, cruise,
tilt, CD/Mp3, premium sound, 4wd,
towing package $4000. Also dual
12" JLAuclio WO Subs in box, 350
watt JBL amp, $200 with car, $300
seperate. Please contact Adam at
(206) 604-0450.
LG 2 BDRM, CUTE, REMODELED, cedar deck, 1 block to campus, no pets/smoking. 1st/ last/ dep.,
lease neg. $750/mo w/s/g incl. Avail
now. 206-351-2855 or LAMerwin@comcast.net

SUMMER JOB? HIRING FULLTIME MANAGERS AND
PAINTERS. $8-$10 per/hr,+ bonuses! No Experience necessary. Jobs in
WA, OR, ID. Apply at 888-277-9787
or www.collegepro.com
MCKINLEY EXPLORER LUXURY TRAIN Service, a division of
Holland America Tours, is seeking
summer staff. Representa-tives will
be in Ellensburg March 8, 9, and 10
to conduct interviews. Please apply
and view job
descriptions at
http://graylinealaska.com/employment.mckinley.cfm.
FEMALE SINGER, SONGWRITER, and guitarist looking
for other musicians interested in
jamming and performing. Email
Amy: playground77@hotmail.com
APARTMENT FOR RENT 2
bedrm apt for rent. 1 block from
campus! $625. 117 E 11th Willowdale Apartments. Call (425)641-1230 ask for Larry or leave
msg. 1119

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED For cute, fully furnished bedroom in new house close to CWU at
1705 N. Water. Includes use of washer/dryer. $340/month plus 1/3 util.
Must be responsible, clean, quiet,
non-smokers who love pets. Reduced
rent for yard work/pet care. Call Linda at 933-4272 or 899-0284.
HAVE FUN & EARN$$$ &
GREAT EXPERIENCE!!! Enjoy
working with high school students
during residential summer school at
Big Bend Community College,
Moses Lake, WA from June 12 - July
29, 2006. Available positions are
Resident Hall Director for $3,870
(requires a Bachelor's degree &
supervisory experience), Activities
Director for $3,440 (requires three
years of college) and Resident Advisor for $3,010 (requires 2 years of
college after high school). Room &
Board and insurance provided. Call
(509)793-2008 or e-mail:
hroffice@bigbend.edu. Equal opportunity employer.

ROOMMATE WANTEDA clean,
laid back and responsible roommate
need for Spring Quarter and possibly
summer. $250 per month + cable +
utilities. Stonebook Estates. One of
the only clean apartments, which will
be available for spring quarter. Call
Casey Lorz at 509.306.9216.

For a limited time, the
Observer is offering
FREE classified ads
to students on a
space available
basis.

ADS MUST BE
EMAILED to
pagec@cwu.edu
by 5 pm Monday
• No commercial ventures will be accepted
for free ads.
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PLAYOFFS: Alaska games will

Overtime loss
against the
Lumberjacks adds
importance to
this weekend's
games

decide Wildcats postseason fate

~ continued from 10

their home court and winning streak on
Saturday against Humboldt State University. Despite senior guard Chris Bannish's clutch performance down the
stretch, the Lumberjacks' junior guard
Jeremiah Ward carried his team to an
overtime win.
"It was one of those nights, it wasn't
like we were giving him clean looks,"
Sparling said. "He was on fire, and
when you get someone like that you
/
ride him, and they did."
The first half was quite sluggish for
both teams. Both came out unenergetic
and made many errant passes, which
ended up with a total of 18 turnovers in
the half; each team shot well below 40
percent in the first 10 minutes of the
game.
The remaining 10 minutes of the
half, both offenses came alive. Both
teams raised their shooting percentage
to almost 50 percent. A total of 60
points were scored in the last 10 minutes with mostly jump shots. Both teams
went into the half with great momentum, but Central went in down, 44-48.
The second half began as both
teams came out with their best shots,
shooting over 50 percent from the field.
It was not until the final eight minutes
that both teams' guards, Bannish and
Ward, took control of the game. Both
teams remained relatively close as Central lead, 87-86, with two minutes left to
go. Bannish nailed a three pointer, giving the Wildcats the lead, 90-86, with a
little over a minute left. The crowd
exploded in pandemonium.
"Coach put the ball in my hands
late," Bannish said. "They were hounding Lance all night, so I had to step up."
Cheers did not last long as the Lumberjacks ran down the court making an
easy transition basket; making the score
90-88 with one minute left. Central
made crucial free throws down the
stretch, but Ward continued to throw
dagger after dagger hitting two three
pointers, tying the game at 94, with 11
seconds on the clock. The Wildcats
once again put the ball in Bannish's
hands as he drove to the basket, with six
seconds remaining. A questionable
charging call was made by the officials
giving Humboldt State the ball, which
sent the game to overtime.
"I feel it should have been at least a
no call," Bannish said. "I got fouled, if
anything it was a block."
As overtime began, each team traded shot for shot until the final minute.
Central could not catch a break and
committed crucial turnovers and fouls.
The Wildcats could not hang on and
lost in overtime, 102-110.
"They beat us to too many loose
balls," Sparling said. "They had 13
offensive rebounds. Take one or two out
and we win that game."
The Wildcats will be on the road for
their final two games taking on Alaska
Anchorage and Alaska Fairbanks, Thursday and Saturday. Even though Central
lost on Saturday, they still have a good
chance to make the playoffs. Sparling
admits that it will be an unbelievably
tough trip.
"It hurts, tonight we could have
clinched [a playoff spot]," Bannish said.
"We have to go to Alaska and split."

~ continued from 10

Alaska Anchorage (18-10, 9-7) and
Alaska Fairbanks (8-8, 1~-1 .0) are the
last two teams i~ the. way.of Central's
possible playoff run. The. Wildcats (1411, 9-7) are sixth overall but their conference record has them tied for third.
In tonight's game at Alaska Anchorage, Sparling hopes that the good practices will mean something.
"We went after it a lot more," Sparling said. "I was frustrated with the
teams hustle plays and rebounding on
Saturday. I really heated up practice."
Anchorage is on a current nine
game winning streak at home. Satur-

day's game at Alaska Fairbanks will
decide the outcome of all the pain,
sweat, and hard work the men's basketball team has put in all year. Although
Central held both Alaska teams to under
75 points during their last meetings,
Sparling expects these next two games
to be much higher in scoring.
"You have to remember we were
coming off winter break and it was their
first conference games," Sparling said.
"It's going to be a lot higher scoring
affair. Everybody elevates their game in
the playoffs."
Alaska Fairbanks biggest threat to
defend is the scoring of sophomore
guard Chris Jordan (16.4 P/G) and senior forward Andrew Smith (15.7 P/G).

